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ObjeObjecctivetive

To present an example from a collision zone where To present an example from a collision zone where a a 
shallow plate tectonic process has generated both regional shallow plate tectonic process has generated both regional 
lithospheric lithospheric domaldomal uplift and great volumes of magmatism in uplift and great volumes of magmatism in 
the absence of a mantle plume.the absence of a mantle plume.



OOne of the best examples of a continental collision zone in the ne of the best examples of a continental collision zone in the 
world.world.
OOne of the high plateaus of the Alpinene of the high plateaus of the Alpine--Himalaya mountain belt Himalaya mountain belt 
((average elevation average elevation isis ~1.5 ~1.5 -- 2 km).  2 km).  
one of the few regions where active continentone of the few regions where active continent--continent continent 
collision is currently taking placecollision is currently taking place..

Eastern Anatolian plateauEasternEastern AnatoAnatolianlian plateauplateau

1: Western Anatolian plateau (1 km); 2: 
Eastern Anatolian Plateau (2 km); 3: Tien
Shan (3 km); 5: Tibet (5 km) [Fig. 1 from 
Dewey et al., 1986].
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EasternEastern AnatolianAnatolian
plateauplateau

SShallow and diffuse hallow and diffuse 
seismicityseismicity::

lithosphere is still being actively deformed as a lithosphere is still being actively deformed as a 
result of northresult of north--south shortening.south shortening.



EasternEastern AnatolianAnatolian
plateauplateau

SShallow and diffuse hallow and diffuse 
seismicityseismicity::

lithosphere is still being actively deformed as a lithosphere is still being actively deformed as a 
result of northresult of north--south shortening.south shortening.
the collision is still in progress.



TheThe regionregion is is coveredcovered
withwith a a widespreadwidespread
andand thickthick collisioncollision--
relatedrelated volcanicvolcanic
sequencesequence. (>1 km in . (>1 km in 
thicknessthickness in in placesplaces))

AlmostAlmost 2/3 of 2/3 of thethe
regionregion is is coveredcovered byby
thesethese volcanicvolcanic unitsunits. . 
((aroundaround 43000 km43000 km22 in in 
E E AnatoliaAnatolia).).



Distribution of Tertiary and Quaternary volcanoes in Turkey and Distribution of Tertiary and Quaternary volcanoes in Turkey and neighboring neighboring 
countries countries ((MaggiMaggi & Priestly, 2005)& Priestly, 2005)..

TurkeyTurkey, , RussiaRussia, Georgia, , Georgia, ArmeniaArmenia, , AzerbaijanAzerbaijan, Iran, Iran
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Ignimbrite sheets Ignimbrite sheets 
on the EKPon the EKP



Plateau basaltsPlateau basalts



TheThe mapmap is is fromfrom MaggiMaggi & Priestly& Priestly ((2005)2005)..

Comparison of the topography of 
Ethiopia with an E-W profile along the 
40° parallel in Eastern Anatolia 
(Sengor et al., 2003).

Comparison of the topography of 
Ethiopia with an E-W profile along the 
40° parallel in Eastern Anatolia 
(Sengor et al., 2003).

North-south shortened 
asymmetrical dome

North-south shortened 
asymmetrical dome

Topographic profileTopographic profile



What has been going on beneath 
Eastern Anatolia?

What has been going on beneath 
Eastern Anatolia?

Geophysical studiesGeophysical studies



ETSE ProjectETSE Project

The mantle lithosphere is 
either very thin or absent
beneath a considerable 
portion of the region. 

[Regional wave propogation of 
Gok et al., 2000, 2003] 
[Pn tomographic imaging of 
mantle lid volacity of Al-Lazki et 
al., 2003; 
[Sandvol et al., 2003: GRL, V.30, 
2003]

This area coincides with the 
the extent of the Eastern 
Anatolian Accretionary 
Complex (Sengor et al., 2003).

The mantle lithosphere is 
either very thin or absent
beneath a considerable 
portion of the region. 

[Regional wave propogation of 
Gok et al., 2000, 2003] 
[Pn tomographic imaging of 
mantle lid volacity of Al-Lazki et 
al., 2003; 
[Sandvol et al., 2003: GRL, V.30, 
2003]

This area coincides with the 
the extent of the Eastern 
Anatolian Accretionary 
Complex (Sengor et al., 2003).

Contours (red) display the mantle lid (i.e. lithospheric mantle)Contours (red) display the mantle lid (i.e. lithospheric mantle)
thicknesses in km (thicknesses in km (SengorSengor et al., 2003).et al., 2003).

(Univ. of Cornell & (Univ. of Cornell & BogaziciBogazici Univ.)Univ.)



VolcanismVolcanismVolcanism



Migration of volcanism to the
south over time

MigrationMigration of of volcanismvolcanism toto thethe
southsouth overover timetime

Distribution of the oldest Distribution of the oldest 
radiometric (K/radiometric (K/ArAr) ages) ages.

(Pearce et al., 1990; Ercan et al.,1990 (Pearce et al., 1990; Ercan et al.,1990 
and and KeskinKeskin et al.,1998).et al.,1998).

Initiation ages of the Initiation ages of the 
volcanism are contoured in volcanism are contoured in 
11--Myr intervals. Myr intervals. 



Spatial change in geochemical
character

SpatialSpatial changechange in in geochemicalgeochemical
charactercharacter

(Pearce et al., 1990; Keskin et al., 1998). (Pearce et al., 1990; Keskin et al., 1998). (Pearce et al., 1990; Keskin et al., 1998). 

11 11 MaMa toto 1.5 1.5 MaMa ~1.2 ~1.2 MaMa toto recentrecent~3.5 ~3.5 MaMa toto recentrecent

NN



11 11 -- 1.5 1.5 MaMa ~1.2 ~1.2 MaMa toto recentrecent

Nature of the sourceNatureNature of of thethe sourcesource
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Hydrous vs. anhydrous FCHydrousHydrous vs. vs. anhydrousanhydrous FCFC
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Crustal assimilationCrustal Crustal assimilationassimilation
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Crustal assimilationCrustal Crustal assimilationassimilation
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ElevatedElevated andand hencehence highhigh
ElevationElevation: ~1.5 : ~1.5 -- 2 km 2 km plateauplateau..

TectonicallyTectonically activeactive
MostlyMostly strikestrike slip slip andand reversereverse faultsfaults

CoveredCovered byby a a widespreadwidespread andand thickthick volcanicvolcanic sequencesequence
sometimessometimes >1 km in >1 km in thicknessthickness in in placesplaces

Has an Has an asymetricalasymetrical domal domal shapeshape

A A greatgreat proportionproportion of it is of it is devoiddevoid of a lithospheric of a lithospheric mantlemantle rootroot

ThisThis coincides with the the extent of the Eastern Anatolian coincides with the the extent of the Eastern Anatolian 
Accretionary Complex Accretionary Complex 

TheThe EasternEastern AnatoliaAnatolia plateauplateau



GeneratedGenerated fromfrom a a slightlyslightly--enrichedenriched mantlemantle sourcesource

MigratedMigrated toto thethe southsouth betweenbetween 11 11 MaMa andand recentrecent

DisplayDisplay a a gradualgradual changechange in lava in lava chemisrychemisry

AsimilatedAsimilated moremore crustal crustal materialmaterial in in thethe southsouth thanthan in in thethe
northnorth

TheThe collisioncollision--relatedrelated volcanismvolcanism



Evolution of the region Evolution of the region 
If we If we combine combine new new geological, geophysical and geochemical geological, geophysical and geochemical data with the geological data with the geological 

evolution of the region:evolution of the region:



Shortening of 
EAAC followed by 
thickening over 
the slab.  The 
hidden 
subduction 
possibly stopped



Being left Being left 
unsupported by unsupported by 
subduction, the subduction, the 
oceanic oceanic 
lithospheric slab lithospheric slab 
may have may have 
steepened and steepened and 
finally detached finally detached 
from the EAAC, from the EAAC, 
opening out an opening out an 
asthenospheric asthenospheric 
mantle wedge, mantle wedge, 
gradually widening gradually widening 
to the south.to the south.

This possibly This possibly 
created suction on created suction on 
the the 
asthenosphere, asthenosphere, 
generating mantle generating mantle 
flow to the southflow to the south



SlabSlab steepeningsteepening and breakoff beneath a subductionand breakoff beneath a subduction--accretion complex [accretion complex [KeskinKeskin, 2003]., 2003].



SlabSlab steepeningsteepening and breakoff beneath a subductionand breakoff beneath a subduction--accretion complex [accretion complex [KeskinKeskin, 2003]., 2003].



Why plume model cannot be a 
viable model 
for the region?

WhyWhy plumeplume model model cannotcannot be a be a 
viableviable model model 
forfor thethe regionregion??

None of the fault systems and dyke swarms distributed None of the fault systems and dyke swarms distributed radiallyradially. . 
Fault plane solutions of earthquakes indicate that the faults arFault plane solutions of earthquakes indicate that the faults are either e either 
transform or reverse; transform or reverse; nnot normalot normal. . 
A plume model cannot explain why volcanic units contain a distinA plume model cannot explain why volcanic units contain a distinct ct 
subduction component in the north of Eastern Anatolia, and why tsubduction component in the north of Eastern Anatolia, and why this his 
component gradually diminishes to the south. component gradually diminishes to the south. 
It is alsIt is also difficult to explain by a plume model why volcanism migrated o difficult to explain by a plume model why volcanism migrated 
south with time, and why there is a gradual change in magma chemsouth with time, and why there is a gradual change in magma chemistry istry 
from calcfrom calc--alkaline in the north to alkaline in the south. alkaline in the north to alkaline in the south. 



•• Volcanic activity over the last 6 Volcanic activity over the last 6 MyrMyr displays a temporal change from more displays a temporal change from more 
regionalregional--scale activity to scale activity to localisedlocalised activity on a set of aligned central activity on a set of aligned central 
volcanoes [volcanoes [PePearce et al., arce et al., 1990]. 1990]. 

•• Such an evolutionary sequence is the reverse of what is expectedSuch an evolutionary sequence is the reverse of what is expected in in 
plumeplume--related volcanrelated volcanic activity.ic activity.

Why plume model cannot be a 
viable model 
for the region?

WhyWhy plumeplume model model cannotcannot be a be a 
viableviable model model 
forfor thethe regionregion??



ConclusionsConclusions
The Eastern Anatolian high plateau can be regarded as a "melting 
anomaly" coinciding with a regional domal structure which is squeezed 
in a collision zone in the N-S direction. 

The mantle source region owed its exceptional fertility either to a 
subduction component inherited from a previous subduction event, to the 
oceanic crustal material previously subducted beneath the region, or to a 
combination of both.

The Eastern Anatolian domal uplift is not related to a mantle plume. 

Slab-steepening and breakoff process can explain the voluminous 
magma generation and domal uplift in the region better than other 
competing geodynamic model.
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competing geodynamic model.



ConclusionsConclusions
The Eastern Anatolian example is particularly important as it shows 
that shallow plate tectonic processes can generate both regional
lithospheric domal structures and great volumes of magma in the 
absence of a mantle plume.

The slab-steepening and breakoff process may be a very important 
process for Asian continent  where subduction accretion complexes 
cover very large areas.
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lithospheric domal structures and great volumes of magma in the 
absence of a mantle plume.

The slab-steepening and breakoff process may be a very important 
process for Asian continent  where subduction accretion complexes 
cover very large areas.
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